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-v°æÆæçí∫ç-ûÓ -Çéπ-ô’déÓ-¢√-©ç-õ‰...?

In the last lesson we have seen the
functions of a President of a meeting (The
person presiding over the meeting). Most
Important: Thorough preparation alone can
make a person successful in discharging any
function connected with public speaking.

≤ƒ-üμΔ®Ω-ùçí¬ •£œ«-®Ωçí∫ Ææ¶μº©’ / ´÷´‚©’ Ææ¶μº™x
Åüμ¿u-éπ~ûª ´£œ«ç-îË-¢√-∞¡xèπ◊ / ´éπh-©èπ◊ é¬®Ωu-véπ-´÷© í∫’Jç*
E®√y-£æ«-èπ◊©’ ´·çüË ûÁLßª’-°æ-®Ω’-≤ƒh®Ω’. Åçü¿’Íé -´’-†ç -à
é¬®Ωu-véπ-´’ç E®Ωy-£œ«ç-îª-¶-ûª’-Ø√o¢Á÷, üΔEéÀ ¶«í¬ v¨¡ü¿l¥í¬
ûªßª÷-®Ω-´úøç ´’ç*C. É°æ¤púø’ ´·êu ÅAC∑ (Chief
guest/ Guest of honour) í¬ E®Ωy-£œ«ç-î√-Lq†
Nüμ¿’©†’ ûÁ©’-Ææ’-èπ◊çüΔç.

read, write and acquire a knowledge of the subjects of their
study? OR Is it more than this? Is
it for the development of mental
ability or should it also promote
physical (bodily) growth in a
healthy manner?

Chief
Guest's Address (Speech) -

êu ÅA-C∑éÀ ´·êu-¢Á’i† °æE

´·

Ö°æ-Ø√uÆæç É´yúøç. Ææ¶μºèπ◊ ´îËa ´·çüË ûªT†çûª Ææ´’ßª’ç Öçô’çC, Ö°æ-Ø√u-≤ƒEo
ûªßª÷®Ω’ îËÆæ’-èπ◊-ØËç-ü¿’èπ◊. ÆæGμ-èπ◊-©†’ Çéπ-ô’déÓ-¢√-©çõ‰ ÅÆæç-ü¿-®Ωs¥-¢Á’i† (irrelevant) N≠æßª÷©’ v°æ≤ƒh-Nç-îª-èπ◊çú≈, v°æÆæç-í¬ç¨¡ç
O’ü¿ØË ü¿%≠œd ÍéçvD-éπ%ûªç (concentrate/
focus) îËßª’úøç î√™« Å´-Ææ®Ωç. Åçü¿’èπ◊
´·ç-üË ¶«í¬ prepare Å¢√yL.
ÖüΔ-£æ«-®Ωù: É°æ¤púø’ ´’† topic: The
Importance of Sports and Games
in Education - Nü¿u™
véÃúø©

'A sound mind in a sound body'
is what wise people say.
While learning and class room
studies help the growth of the mind,
sports and games promote the growth
of a healthy body. So sports and
games are very important, and should
be given important place in education. No school should be allowed to
function without proper play grounds
and other sports facilities.

- Manoj, Manchirial.
Q: I am observing you and correcting the notes/ noteses at the
same time - Please say if the
above is correct to be written
or said, is it necessary to say
the underlined part?
A: No such word as 'Noteses'.
"Notes" is the plural of 'note'.
So, I am observing you and
correcting notes at the same
time.
Q: Have has + to + be + present
participle (V4), please let me
know the use of the above
one.
A: Have/ has to be + present
participle.

Eg: Have to be doing/ has to be
doing.
★ He has to be working now = He
must be working now.
★ They have to be practising now
= They must be practising now.

Q: We saw a boy who was doing
homework/ we saw a boy
doing homework - Say the
right one.
A: Both are correct, and both have
the same meaning.

v§ƒ´·êuç:
When you are going to make a
speech on this topic, sit down and
think about the topic for five minutes, with all concentration. Try first
of all to study and understand the
topic. Then you may get ideas like
this.
1) What exactly does 'education'
mean? The dictionary gives the
meaning as, the process of teaching and learning.
2) What is the purpose of education?
Is it merely to teach youngsters to

äéπ Å®·ü¿’ EN’-≥ƒ©’ Ç™-*ÊÆh
´’†èπ◊ î√™« ideas ´≤ƒh®·. First of all
note down the points as they come to
your mind. Then organize them 3) The growth of the mind is important, but that of the body is equally important - Physical health is
the most important part of life.
Only so long as a person's health
is all right, can their mind be
active.
So education should aim at the
proper growth, not only of the mind,
but also of the body.

Åçõ‰ Ææç•çüμ¿ç Ö†o Åç¨»-©-Eoç-öÀF äÍéîÓô îË®Ωaúøç, without jumping from
idea to idea that may not have any
connection.

É™« îËÆœ îª÷úøçúÕ:
If you don't get ideas, consult
books on the topic of your speech;
discuss with knowledgeable people.

N’í∫û√ ´îËa-¢√®Ωç.

- G. S. Rao, Sattenapalli.

éÀç-C -¢√é¬u-©-†’ -ûÁ-©’í∫’-™éÀ -Å-†’-´-Cçîªí∫-©®Ω’.
Q: I might just as well said it
today.
A: Wrong. The sentence should
be: I might just as well say it
today = ÅC ØË† ’ É¢√-∞ÎjØ√
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- Saloni, Khammam.
Q: O’ Ø√†o ÜJ-Èé-Rx† áEo ®ÓV-©èπ◊ Éûªúø’ °æ¤ö«dúø’?
Please translate into English.
A: How long (many days) after your dad had
left was he born?
Q: In a lesson you wrote the following:
Srirekha: That's fine. Lets go to them tomorrow in my car - Shouldn't "by" be
there instead of the underlined?
A: By bus/ car/ train/ ship/ plane, etc.
In the car/ in my/ his etc. car.
Q: v°æßª÷-ùÀ-èπ◊-©’ •Ææ’q™/ train ™ ÖØ√o®Ω’ = The
passengers are in/ on the bus/ train. - Is
this correct? (bus/ train ÇT ÖçC/ ¢Á∞ hçC.)
A: The passengers are on the bus/ the train.
(ÇT ÖØ√o/ ¢Á∞¡ŸhØ√o.)
Q: O’®Ω’ "place" Å†-èπÿ-úøü¿’. "room" ÅØ√©E
îÁ§ƒp®Ω’. Praveen Ø√ "room" éÀ ´îÁaß˝’ ÅØË
¢√éπuç™ place ÅØ√™«?
A: áéπ\-úÁjØ√ ÆæÍ® 'îÓô’—/ 'Ææn©ç— ÅØË Å®ΩnçûÓ place
¢√úøç. Ç Å®√nEoîËa ´÷ô, room. Room Åçõ‰
'í∫C— ÅE èπÿú≈ Å®Ωnç. Come to my room = Ø√
í∫CéÀ ®√ - Correct.
★ There is no room for more than 20 = É®Ω-¢Áj-

Vasundhara, Warangal.
NúøD¨»®Ω’ = Ç v°æ¨¡o ÅúÕ-T† Ææçü¿®Ωs¥ç,
Q: ûª’§ƒ†’ B®Ωç üΔöÀçC É°æ¤púø’ üΔEo °∂æ™«† Ææçü¿-®Ωs¥ç™ ÅúÕ-í¬Please say in English.
®ΩE îÁÊ°p Ææçü¿®Ωs¥ç ¢Ë®Ω’.
A: The cyclone has crossed the coast.
Eg: Have you seen it? = †’´yC
Q: Å°æ¤p-úø-°æ¤púø’ T.V. îª÷úøçúÕ - Please
îª÷¨»¢√? Ééπ\úø 'ÅC— äéπ N≠æsay in English.
ßª÷-EéÀ Ææç•ç-Cμç-*ç-üÁjûË, üΔEo
A: Watch the TV now and then/ occa´’®Ó Ææçü¿-®Ωs¥çí¬ îÁ°æpúøç.
M. SURESAN
sionally.
Q: Constructive, conservative Q: To be studying - Like this please explain
Explain the meaning in Telugu.
to + be + V4 and its usage.
A: Constructive = Having a useful and helpA: a) I don't like to be studying all the time
ful effect - E®√t-ù«-ûªt-éπ-¢Á’i†/ Ö°æ-ßÁ÷-í∫-éπ-®Ωçí¬

(á°æ¤púø÷ îªü¿’´¤ûª÷ Öçúøôç).
b) He doesn't (does not) want to be punishing
the students. (PéÀ~Ææ÷h Öçúøôç.)
c) They are to be studying now (É°æ¤púø’ ¢√∞¡Ÿx

îªü¿’-´¤ûª÷ Öçú≈L – ÉçÍéüÓ îËÆæ’h-Ø√o®Ω’.)
★ She is playing when she is to be studying =

îªü¿’-´¤ûª÷ Öçú≈-Lq† Ñ Ææ´’-ßª’ç™ Ç Å´÷t®·
Çúø’ûª÷ ÖçC.

´’çC éπçõ‰ áèπ◊\-´-´’ç-CéÀ îÓô’-™‰ü¿’/ °æôdü¿’.

'-≤ÚpÈé-Ø˛ -Éç-Tx-≠ˇ— §ƒ-ûª Ææç-*éπ-© éÓÆæç -îª÷-úøç-úÕ..
www.eenadupratibha.net

Q: The quotation has been taken out of
context - Please say in Telugu.
A: Ç v°æ¨¡o-†’ üΔEo ÅúÕ-T† Ææçü¿®Ωs¥ç †’ç*

Ææ£æ…-ßª’-éπ-®Ωçí¬ ÖçúË °∂æLûªç Ö†o.
The opposition parties in a democracy
should play a constructive role = v°æA-°æ-é¬~ ©’

v°æñ«-≤ƒy-´’uç™ E®√t-ù«-ûªtéπ §ƒv-ûª – Ö°æ-ßÁ÷-í∫-éπ-®Ωçí¬,
Ææ£æ…-ßª’-éπ-®Ωçí¬ ÖçúË §ƒvûª ´£œ«ç-î√L.
Conservative = Opposing change in society
or in way of life = ´÷®Ω’p†’, ´·êuçí¬ ≤ƒ´÷-

>éπ ´÷®Ω’p†’ ´uA-Í®-éÀçîË.
Q: In a lesson you have written:
Ramanand: Then I suggest you take an auto.
- Shouldn't "to" be there after the
above underlined?
A: 'Suggest' is not followed by 'to' + verb (the
infinitive) but by a 'that clause' or a noun or
an 'ing' form.
Eg: I suggest that we (should) start now.
I suggest starting now.
I suggest a trip (noun) to Bangalore.
These three examples are RIGHT.
I suggest you to start at once - WRONG

éπçõ‰) ØË†’
°æç°æ¤û√†’.

üΔEo

É¢√∞Ï

Q: The horse stopped pulling at
the rope.
A: Ç í∫’v®Ωç û√úø’ûÓ Â°†’-í∫’-™«-úøôç

ÇÊ°-ÆœçC.

îÁ§Òpîª’a.
Q: I would just as soon send it
today.
A: É¢√∞Ï °æç°œ-≤ƒh†’ üΔEo. (Ééπ\úø as

There is no room..

soon Å®Ωnç, Åçûªí¬ Å®·ûË ÅE.)
Q: I would rather send it today.
A: (ÉçéÓ ®Óñ/ ÉçÈé-°æ¤púÓ °æçÊ°-

Q: Make money with nothing.
A: à Â°ô’d-•úÕ, ´†-®Ω’©’ ™‰èπ◊çú≈

úø•’s îËÆæ’-éÓ-´úøç.
- G. Anil Kumar Reddy, Hyderabad.

Q: Sir, I have seen in spoken English book
below sentences. Please explain them in
Telugu. Tell me about passive form.
ex: 1) I am advised = Ø√èπ◊ Ææ©£æ… Éî√a®Ω’.
2) Am I blamed = ††’o ü¿÷≠œç-î √®√
3) I was advised = Ø√èπ◊ Ææ©£æ… Éî√a®Ω’.
4) I shall be advised = Ø√èπ◊ (Í®°æ¤) Ææ©£æ… É≤ƒh®Ω’.
5) I shall have been advised = Ø√èπ◊ Ææ©£æ… É*a

Öçö«®Ω’ Í®°æ¤. – -Ñ -¢√é¬u-™x -Ø√èπ◊ -•-ü¿’-©’ '-ØË-†’—
®√-¢√-©-ØË-C -Ø√ -¶μ«-´-†. -N-´-Jç-îªç-úÕ.
A: All the sentences from No. 1 to 5 are in the
passive voice. (be form + past participle).
1) I am advised = ØË†’ Ææ©£æ… É´y-•-ú≈f†’/ É´y-•ú≈h†’ – Regular í¬.
2) Am I blamed = ØË†’ EçCç-îª-•-ú≈fØ√?/ •úø’h-

Ø√oØ√? (††’o EçC-Ææ’h-Ø√o®√? – ÆæÈ®j† ûÁ©’í∫’).
ØË†’ Ææ©£æ… É´y-•-ú≈f†’ –
í∫ûªç™.
4) I shall be advised - ØË†’ Ææ©£æ… É´y-•-ú≈h†’.
5) I shall have been advised - Ææ©£æ… É´y-•úÕ
Öçö«†’, future ™ Å†’-èπ◊†o time éÀ.
É´Fo ûÁ©’-í∫’™ î√™« éπ%ûª-éπçí¬ Öçö«®·. ûÁ©’í∫’™ Å®·ûË ¢√∞¡Ÿx/ Åûªúø’ etc. Ø√èπ◊ Ææ©£æ… É≤ƒh®Ω’,
Éî√a®Ω’, É*a Öçö«®Ω’, etc. Åçö«ç.
Eg: Shops will be closed today - ÉC passive
voice éπüΔ? DEéÀ ûÁ©’í∫’: É¢√∞¡ ü¿’é¬-ù«©’
´‚ßª’•-ú≈h®· – ´’†ç ûÁ©’-í∫’™ É™«
Åçö«´÷? ´÷´‚-©’í¬ Å®·ûË, Ñ ®ÓV
shops Öçúø´¤ ÅØÓ, ´‚ÊÆ-≤ƒh®Ω’ ÅØÓ Åçö«ç.
È®çúÓ N≠æßª’ç: I am advised = ØË†’ Ææ©£æ… É´y-•úø’h-Ø√o†’/ É´y-•-ú≈f†’. Ééπ\úø ´’†ç ¢√úÕçC, 'ØËØË—
éπüΔ? Å®·ûË ûÁ©’-í∫’™ à´’çö«ç. ´÷´‚-©’í¬?
'Ø√éÃ Ææ©£æ… Éî√a®Ω’— Åçö«ç. Ææ©£æ… É*a-†-¢√-∞¡x-éπçûª
v§ƒ´·êuç ™‰†-°æ¤púø’.
3) I was advised -
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-Åéπ\-úøéπ\-úø jokes -Öç-õ‰ -ÇÆæéÀh...Let us continue from where we left off in the last lesson - about how the
chief guest can make an effective speech.
Chief guest v°æÆæç-Tç-î√-Lq† Åç¨¡ç í∫’Jç* Ææ´÷-î√®Ωç ÊÆéπ-Jç-îªúøç î√™« ´·êuç. Å™«
îËßª’-éπ-§ÚûË ´’† v°æÆæçí∫ç effective í¬, Åçõ‰ °∂æL-û√-Eo-îËa-Cí¬ Öçúøü¿’.

M. SURESAN

®È çúÓC Chief guest (´·êu ÅAC∑) °v Ææ çæ T- ç-î√-Lq† Åç¨»-EéÀ Ææç•ç-Cçμ *- † íÌ°æp íÌ°æp Ææ÷èπ◊©h ’
(Quotations) Æ
Ê éπJ- ç*, ¢√öÀE Ææçü¿®- Ós*-¥ û- çª í¬ ¢√úÕû,Ë ´’† speech î√™« ¶«í∫’ç-ô’çC.
become more and more hopeful.

Importance
of Sports and Games in
Education éπüΔ? Å°æ¤púø’ ´’†ç ¢√úË
quotes (quotations) É™« ÖçúÌîª’a:
✪ 'If you confine to studies only, the
body will not be fit for you to benefit by it'. (Öûªh îªü¿’-´¤Íé °æJ-N’-ûª-¢Á’iûË,

É °æ¤púø’ ´’† Åç¨¡ç,

É™« ´’†ç Ææçü¿-®Ωs¥-¨¡Ÿ-Cl¥í¬ àüÁjØ√ îÁ°æp´îª’a.
´·êu-¢Á’i† N≠æßª’ç: Ææçü¿-®Ós¥-*-ûªçí¬
jokes èπÿú≈ îÁÊ°h v¨ûª-©èπ◊ ´’† Ö°æ-Ø√uÆæç
O’ü¿ ÇÆæéÀh Â°®Ω’-í∫’-ûª’çC.

üΔE´©x ™«¶μºç §Òçü¿-ú≈-EéÀ O’ üË£æ«ç
Ææ£æ«-éπ-Jçîªü¿’.)
✪ 'If knowledge fills your mind,
your sound body will deliver it to
others'. (Nñ«c†ç ´’† ¢Á ’ü¿-úø’†’

Eç°œûË üΔEo Éûª-®Ω’-©-éÀ-´y-í∫-L-TçC ´’†
Ç®Ó-í∫u-éπ-®Ω-¢Á’i† üË£æ«ç.)
É™« à quote/ quotation ûÓØÁjØ√
v§ƒ®Ωç-Gμç-îª-´îª’a. Â°j È®çúø÷ á´®Ω’ îÁ§ƒp-®ΩØËC ´·êuç é¬ü¿’. ¢√öÀ Å®Ωnç, ÅN Ææçü¿®√s¥-EéÀ ÆæJ-§Ú-ßË’-Ní¬ Öçúøôç -Å-´Ææ®Ωç.
¢Á·ü¿ô education - Nü¿u Åçõ‰
àçö N´-Jç-î√L. Nü¿u Åçõ‰ Nñ«c-†¢Ë’
é¬ü¿’, Education is not mere learning.
It is not just books - É™« îÁ°æ¤p-èπ◊çô÷,
üË£æ…-EéÀ Ææç•ç-Cμç-*† Nü¿u véÃúø©’ ÅE Ç

N≠æ-ßª÷Eo °æJ-îªßª’ç îËßª÷L. É™«:
For your mind to be alert, your
body must be alert. For your body to
be alert, you should play games.
How well you play a game is not
important. Playing games keeps us
fit. Our mind will then be ready to
absorb what we study.
In games we have problems and
challenges too. Solving them will
help understand how to solve problems in studies. It makes us ready to
face problems and solve them. We

Rajesh, Manchirial.
Q: I am unable to get to your house – O’ ÉçöÀE
ØË†’ éπ†’-éÓ\-™‰éπ§Úûª’-Ø√o†’.(Address of your
house) - Is this right?
A: I am unable to get to your place/ home - O’
ÉçöÀE ØË†’ éπ†’-éÓ\-™‰-éπ-§Ú-ûª’-Ø√o†’ – Correct.

Q: He has not ruled out - Please say
the meaning of the above underlined.
A: Åûªúø’ üΔEo é¬ü¿-†-™‰ü¿’ (not ruled out)

You can begin your speech with
a joke. That makes it more interesting. The next point is the duration of
your speech. ´’†ç áçûª-ÊÆ°æ¤ v°æÆæçTçî√ç ÅØËC èπÿú≈ î√™« ´·êuç. Make
sure your speech does not go beyond
20 minutes at the most. Åçûª-éπçõ‰

áèπ◊\-¢ÁjûË v¨ûª© ÇÆæéÀh éÃ~ùÀç-îªúøç ¢Á·ü¿©´¤ûª’çC.
Our conclusion of our speech is
as important as the speech itself. We
sum up all the points we have made
in the course of our speech. Ö°æ-Ø√u-Ææç-

™E ´·ë«uç-¨»-©†’ véÓúŒ-éπ-Jç* ´·Tç-îªôç
î√™« effective í¬ Öçô’çC.
These are some of the ways we
can make interesting speeches.
More next week.

- Sunaina, Raghunathpally.
Q: Don't mind his being here - Please say in
Telugu.
A: Åûª-E-éπ\úø Öçúøôç °æöÀdç-îª’-éÓèπ◊.
Q: He drives a car/ car, He commits mistake /
mistakes - Let me know the correct sentences.
A: a) He drives a car - Correct.
b) He makes (not 'commits' - Commit a
mistake - Wrong) mistakes - Correct.
Q: A student/ Pupil can learn good manners
from teacher/ a teacher - Which is correct?
A: A student can learn good manners from a
teacher.

– -Ñ °æüΔ©-†’ general í¬
¢√úÕ-†-°æ¤púø’ OöÀ ´·çü¿’ definite article
¢√ú≈™«? ü¿ßª’-îËÆœ N´-Jç-îª-í∫-©®Ω’.
A: Definite article Åéπ\-®Ω-™‰ü¿’. °∂æ™«Ø√ ¢√∞¡x parents/ °∂æ™«Ø√ ¢√∞¡x children Åçõ‰ØË 'the'
¢√úøû√ç.

¢√∞¡Ÿx BÆæ’-éÓ-E´¤y.
Mail your feedback to

pratibhadesk@eenadu.net

Q: Çßª’† ´‚úø’ Ø√©’í∫’ subjects ™
fail Åßª÷uúø’ - He has failed in
two or three subjects - Is this
correct?
A: He has failed in three or four
subjects - Correct. (Your sentence is correct; only ´‚úø’
Ø√©’í∫’ is not two or three).
Q: Write a few sentences on /
about an animal - Please say
the correct one.
A: Write a few sentences about an
animal.
Q: You are not supposed to play
with any thing other than reading = -†’-´¤y îªü¿-´úøç ûª°æp ÉçÍéO’
-îÁßª’u-èπÿ-úøü¿’ - Is this right?
Vishnu Pratap, Eluru.
Q: i) He is made to do it/ do it.
ii) Make them to sit in the
chairs - Are the above correct? Please let me know the
correct ones among the
above mentioned sentences.
A: i) He is made to do it - Correct.

He makes mistakes..

Q: Parents/ Children

★ Parents take care of their children.
✪ The parents of Ram are here.
★ Children are innocent (No 'the' before children).
✪ The children of Ram are here.
Q: Let them take time to make us wait for the
interview.
A: Interview éÓÆæç é¬îª’-èπ◊-ØËç-ü¿’èπ◊ ¢√∞¡x Ææ´’ßª’ç

Vishal, Gopalapuram.

Q: As soon as the bell rung in no
time I went away - Is this correct?
A: As soon as = in no time after
something - You say either, 'As
soon as the bell rang I went
away' or 'The bell rang and in
no time after that I went away'.

A: You are not supposed to do
anything other than reading.
(We don't play with reading
éπüΔ?)
Q: i) It is "I" who do / does work
in the office.
ii) It is who work / works in the
office. - Please say the correct
sentences.
A: i) It is I who do the work in the
office.
ii) It is he who does the work
in the office.
Q: They won't cross the border
unless you are asleep. - Please
translate into Telugu.
A: †’´¤y Evü¿-§ÚûË ûª°æp ¢√∞¡Ÿx ÆæJ-£æ«ü¿’l

üΔô-™‰®Ω’ (†’´¤y Evü¿-§Ú-ûËØË ¢√∞¡Ÿx
üΔô’-û√®Ω’.)
ii) Make them sit in chairs Correct. ('Make' when used like
this is not followed by 'to').
★ Åûªúø’ ††’o îªC-Nç-î √úø’ Å®Ω-í∫ç-ôÊÆ°æ¤ = He made me study for
half an hour.
Q: O’®Ω’ éÀçCéÀ ®ΩçúÕ. (First floor
†’ç-*) - Please say in English.
A: Please come down.
Aakash, Kumarpalli.
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Q: He used to be playing a lot - Please translate into Telugu and also say if "S + used
to + Be + V4" (ing.form) used or not.
A: Åûªúø’ Ééπ\úø Çúø’ûª÷ ÖçúË-¢√úø’.
★ He used to be playing here (used to be +
V4) is NOT wrong, but is not usually used.
'He used to play here' is certainly better.
Q: They help me do the homework/ to do the
homework - Say the correct one.
A: They help me do the work = They help me
to do the homework - Both right.
Q: Summer holidays Åçû√ Åéπ\úË í∫úø’-°æ¤-û√-¢√?Please say in English.
A: Will you/ Are you going to spend the
whole of summer vacation/ all your summer holidays there?
Q: This place is believed to be sacred - Is this
right?
A: Correct.
Q: I am seeing you and you are seeing me Can the above be used?
A: Wrong - I see you and you see me (†’´¤y

Ø√èπ◊ éπE-°œ-Ææ’h-Ø√o´¤, ØË†’ Fèπ◊ éπE-°œ-Ææ’h-Ø√o†’)
See = îª÷úøôç (´·êuçí¬ ´’†èπ◊ éπE-°œç-îªúøç)
ÅØË Å®ΩnçûÓ, am/ is/ are + ing form ™ ¢√úøç.

'-≤ÚpÈé-Ø˛ -Éç-Tx-≠ˇ— §ƒ-ûª Ææç-*éπ-© éÓÆæç -îª÷-úøç-úÕ..

www.eenadupratibha.net

Q: It is 'I' who go / goes to school
regularly - Which is correct?
A: It is I who go to school - Correct.
'Who' here is a relative
pronoun. The rule is, the verb we
use after a relative pronoun
agrees with/ should be according
to the word (here it is 'I') before it.
We say I go and not I goes.
Q: Write a para / passage on Mahatma - Is this
right? Please let me know the difference.
A: Para = A set of lines about only one topic.
★ A passage may be just one para or more
than one para, each para about the different
aspects of the same topic.
Q: Don't weaken - Is this correct?
A: Don't weaken - Wrong. Weaken = make
somebody/ something weak. (Not 'becoming weak').
★ Don't weaken your efforts = Don't make
your efforts weak.
Q: Germs will cause us disease/ sick - Let me
know the correct one.
A: Germs (will) cause us diseases.
Germs cause diseases - still better as they
cause disease only to us.

-Ç-C-¢√®Ωç 17 -Çí∫Ææ’d 2014
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2

-Ææ-¶μº ´·-Tç-îË-ô°æ¤p-úø’ Vote of thanks - -îÁ°æp-úøç ≤ƒ-üμΔ®Ω-ùç.
-D-Eo -î√-™« -¢Á·èπ◊\--•-úÕí¬ îÁÊ°pÆœ Ææ-¶μº-†’ ´·-TÆæ’hç-ö«®Ω’. é¬-F É-C -áç-ûª -ÇÆæéÀhéπ®Ωçí¬ -Öç-õ‰ Ææ-¶μº -Åç-ûª -N-ï-ßª’-´ç-ûªç -Å-´¤-ûª’ç-C. Vote of thanks -á-™« -îÁ-§ƒp--L-, -Åç-ü¿’-™ -á-™«ç-öÀ -Åç-¨»-©’
-Öç-ú≈-™ ûÁ-©’Ææ’èπ◊ç-üΔç....
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¢ÁjNüμ¿uçí¬... Vote of thanks

- Magi, Narsampet.

Sir, please clarify the following doubts.
Q. He took birth / He was born - Can either one
be used to say or write?
A. He took birth = He was born - both are
correct.

– in the order of priority (v§ƒüμΔ-†uû√ véπ´’ç™.)
(≤ƒüμΔ-®Ω-ùçí¬ äéπ-J-éπçõ‰ áèπ◊\´ ´’çC ´·êu-´-éπh©’çõ‰, Åçü¿’™ ´’†ç Åûªuçûª ´·ê’u-©’í¬ ¶μ«Nç-îË¢√-JE Chief Guest Åçö«ç, È®çúÓ-¢√-JE Guest of
Honour Åçô’ç-ö«®Ω’. Éçé¬ áèπ◊\´ Öçõ‰ Guest
Speakers Åçö«®Ω’.)

Q. Did you work there so long / till that time?

We have seen how a Chief Guest / Guest of
honour can make an effective speech.
ost often the President of the meeting,
that is, the person presiding over the
meeting has to make opening and closing
remarks, besides announcing the items on the
programme in their serial order, including inviting the Chief Guest to speak, before that, asking somebody to introduce them to the audience, calling the other speaker(s), announcing
prize distribution, if there is any, etc.

M

A. Did you work there so long? = Did you
work there for such a long time? =

Åéπ\úø

Åçûª-é¬©ç °æE-îË-¨»®√?
Did you work there till that time? = Did you
work there till a point of time? =

Å°æpöÀ
(Ç ûËD/ Ç ØÁ©/ Ç Ææç´-ûqª ®Ωç) üΔé¬ °æEî- ¨-Ë »®√?

Q. Please let me know Defining and NonDefining Relative Clause.
A. ★ A non-defining relative clause adds extra
information to the sentence. Even if we
take the clause out of the sentence, the
meaning of the sentence does not change.
Eg: My father, who is now in London, will return
next week.
'Who is now in London,' in this sentence is
Non-defining relative clause, because, even
if you take it away, the sentence has still the
same meaning. (Non-defining relative
clause,
sentence

ã
™ éÌçûª Åü¿†- °æ¤ Ææ´÷î√®Ωç ÉÆæ’hçC. ÅC BÊÆ-ÆØœ √ ¢√éπuç Å®√nE- éÀ Â°ü¿l
†≠æ¢-d ’Ë O’ Öçúøü¿’. Â°j ¢√éπuç™, 'Who is now in
London' ÅØËC non-defining relative clause.
ÅC éÌçûª Åü¿†- °æ¤ Ææ´÷-î√®Ωç ´÷vûçª ÉÆæ’hçC.
üΔEo BÊÆ-ÆØœ √ ¢√éπuç Å®Ωçn Åçûªí¬ ´÷®Ωü¿’/ üÁ•sA-†ü¿’.) Ééπ\úø v§ƒ´·êuç will return next week.
(´îËa¢- √®Ωç AJT ´≤ƒh®- ΩØË üΔEéÀ Ééπ\úø v§ƒüμΔ†uç.)

Some more examples of non-defining relative clause:
a) The book, which costs, four hundred rupees,
gives valuable information.
b) My sister, who loves me a lot, has sent me a
valuable birthday gift.
who loves
me a lot
clause
sentence

Ééπ\úø èπÿú≈
ÅØË
†’ BÊÆ-ÆœØ√,
´·êu Å®√n-EéÀ Â°ü¿lí¬ †≠ædç-™‰ü¿’.

★ Defining relative clause - sentence ™

´·êu-

¢Á’i† ¶μ«í∫ç. ÅC-™‰-éπ-§ÚûË ÆæÈ®j† Å®Ωnç ®√ü¿’.
The boy who saved two children from drowning has been awarded gallantry awardsentence
'Who saved two children from
drowning'
clause
sentence
defining relative clause.
Eg: The house which / that is being repaired is
my uncle's.

The last item on the programme is proposing a vote of thanks -

™‰éπ-§ÚûË

îËÆæ’-èπ◊çõ‰ v¨ûª©’ / vÊ°éπ~-èπ◊-©èπ◊ *´J
üΔé¬ Ææ¶μº-†’ ÇÆæ-éÀh-éπ-®Ωçí¬ îËßª’-´îª’a.
★ Vote of thanks ™ variety (¢ÁjNüμ¿uç) î√™« Å´Ææ®Ωç. v°æB-≤ƒK I thank, I thank Å†-èπ◊çú≈ é¬Ææh
¢ÁjNüμ¿uç îª÷°æ-´îª’a, á™«-í∫çõ‰...

He ruled out his going...
- Vikranth Sarma, Vijayawada.

Sir, Please clarify the following doubts.
Q. I will have been there by tomorrow - Is it
from 'will to been' be form? or only 'have
been' be form?
A. 'Will have been' in the sentence is a 'be' form.
Q. Rule out, turn out - Please explain in Telugu.
A. Rule out = to state / say that something is
not possible.
He ruled out his going there =

- Somali Shetal, Narsampet.

Please clarify the following doubts.
Q. A special bright quality that shows in / on
somebody's face - Which is correct?
A. On somebody's face - Correct.
Q. There was excitement in the air - Translate.
A.
Q. The animals were excited - Please translate.
A.
Q. He had paid the fees before I paid - Please
change / convert into passive voice.
A. The fees had been paid by him before they
were paid by me grammatical
correct
active voice,
simple, natural.
Note: fee - singular; fees - plural.
Q. They are wearing caps caps

v°æÆæ-éÀh-™‰-ü¿E ûËLa îÁ§ƒpúø’.
àüÁjØ√ ï®Ω-í∫ü¿’.
★ Turn out = àüÁØ
j √ îª÷úøö- «-EéÀ ¢Á∞¡ôx ç/ £æ…ï-®Ω´- úøç.

★ Rule out =

have provided us the venue.
6. Volunteers
7. Stage
tors).

èπ◊.
Å©ç-éπ-®Ωù îËÆœ† ¢√JéÀ

(Stage decora-

8. Public address system

¢√JéÀ (¢Á’ié˙ etc
à®√pô’ îËÆœ-†-¢√-JéÀ.)
9. Caterers èπ◊ (Nçü¿’ / ûËFöÀ Nçü¿’ à®√p-ô’-îË-Æ œ†
¢√JéÀ)
10. *ôd-*-´-J-í¬-ØÁjØ√ ÅA ´·êuçí¬ Ææ¶μº†’ ïßª’v°æü¿ç îËÆœ-†-¢√-JéÀ, Åçõ‰ v¨ûª-©èπ◊ / vÊ°éπ~-èπ◊-©èπ◊
éπ%ûª-ïc-û√-Gμ-´ç-ü¿-Ø√©’ ûÁ©pôç). Ééπ\-úÕûÓ Ææ¶μº
´·í∫’-Ææ’hçC.
★ D-E ûª®√yûª Let us all stand up in honour of
our national anthem (ñ«B-ßª’-Uûªç Ç©-°œçîª’üΔç) ÅE îÁ°œp ´·T≤ƒhç.
ÉC Vote of thanks ÉîËa-¢√®Ω’ îËßª÷-Lq† NCμvéπ´’ç. DEo English ™ á™« îÁ§ƒp™ ´îËa-¢√®Ωç
ûÁ©’-Ææ’-èπ◊çüΔç...
- Aziz Ansari, Kazipet.

Sir, please clarify the following doubts.
Q. I can drive a car / car - Which one can be
right?

¢√û√-´-®Ωùç î√™« ÆæçûÓ-≠æçûÓ Öû√q-£æ«çûÓ ÖçC.

ÉC
í¬
Å®·-†-°æp-öÀéÃ É™« îÁ°æpôç é¬Ææh ÅÆæ-£æ«uçí¬
Öçô’çC. É™«çöÀ Ææçü¿-®√s¥™x

Åçõ‰ ¢√∞¡Ÿx
ûÌúø’-í∫’-ûª’-Ø√o®√? ™‰üΔ ûÌúÕT ÖØ√o®√?
A. ¢√∞¡Ÿx ö°‘©’ Â°ô’d-èπ◊E ÖØ√o®Ω’.

People turned out in large numbers to see
their favourite star =

v°æï©’ Â°ü¿l Ææçêu™
´î√a®Ω’, ûª´’ ÅGμ-´÷† û√®Ω†’ îª÷úø-ö«-EéÀ.

Q. They seem to have been to Eluru / to have
been to Vikranth - Are these sentences right?
A. Correct.

'-≤ÚpÈé-Ø˛ -Éç-Tx-≠ˇ— §ƒ-ûª Ææç-*éπ-© éÓÆæç -îª÷-úøç-úÕ....

(•£æ›-´’-ûª’©’ É*a-†-¢√-JéÀ),
(´·êu ÅA-C∑é¬-èπ◊çú≈ ÉçÈé-´-È®jØ√ •£æ›-´’A v°æüΔ†ç îËÊÆh.)
5. ¢ËC-éπ†’ É*a Ææ¶μº ïJ-Ííç-ü¿’èπ◊ O©’ éπLpç-*†
¢√JéÀ (´’† ≤Òçûª ¢ËCéπ é¬èπ◊çõ‰) - Those who

ïçûª’´- ¤©’ Öû√q-£«æ çûÓ ÖØ√o®·/ Åü¿’°æ¤ ûª°pæ ´- îª’a.

Åûª-†-éπ\-úÕéÀ ¢Á∞Ïx

Å®Ωnç

(JÊ°-®´Ω- ¤û- ª’†o É©’x ´÷ ¶«¶«-®·C.)
Ééπ\úø 'JÊ°-®´Ω- ¤û- ª’†o— ÅE ™‰éπ§- ÚûË Å®Ωçn °æ‹Jhí¬
®√ü¿’. Åçõ‰, à É©’x? ÅØË v°¨æ ¡oèπ◊ JÊ°-®´Ω- ¤û- ª’†o
É©’x ÅE Ææ´÷-üΔμ †ç ´Ææ’hçC. ÉC ™‰éπ§- ÚûË °æ‹Jh
Å®Ωçn ®√ü¿’. Å™«çöÀN defining relative clauses.
≤ƒ´÷-†uçí¬ non-defining relative clauses
´·çü¿÷ ¢Á†’éπ é¬´÷-©’ç-ö«®·. Defining relative
clauses èπ◊ Öçúø´¤. Éçé¬ defining relative
clauses, who / which •ü¿’©’ that ûÓ èπÿú≈
v§ƒ®Ωç¶μºç é¬´îª’a.

Prepare

´çü¿† Ææ´’-®Ωpù,
I find great pleasure / I feel it a
Åçõ‰ Ææ¶μ« é¬®Ωu-E-®√y-£æ«-èπ◊©’ Åüμ¿u-éπ~ûª
privilege / an honour to have been
´£œ«ç-*-†-¢√-JéÃ, ´·êu ÅAC∑ (ÅA-ü∑¿’asked / given the pleasure of
©èπ◊), Éûª®Ω ´éπh-©èπÿ, •£æ›-´’A v°æüΔ†ç
proposing the vote of thanks. ÉC
îËÆœ-†-¢√-JéÀ (ÅC é¬®Ωu-véπ-´’ç™ äéπ
ÆæÈ®j† v§ƒ®Ωç¶μºç.
Åç¨¡ç Å®·ûË), NØÓü¿ é¬®Ωu-véπ-´÷™x
There is always a list of people /
§ƒ™Ô_-†o-¢√-JéÀ (ÅD é¬®Ωu-véπ-´’ç™ Åç¨¡ç
organization/ who/ which you wish
Å®·ûË), Nçü¿’ à®√pô’ îËÆœ-†-¢√-JéÀ
M. SURESAN
to thank in the order of priority.
(Caterers èπ◊), ÅC Öçõ‰, Ç ûª®√yûª
´çü¿† Ææ´’-®Ωpù îËÊÆ-¢√®Ω’ Thanks á´meeting èπ◊ Å´-Ææ-®Ω-¢Á’i† ÊÆ´©’ ÅçCç*† Volunteers èπ◊, Éçé¬ á´-J-§ƒ-vûª-®·Ø√ Ææ¶μ« E®Ωy- È®-´-JéÀ îÁ§ƒp™, à véπ´’ç™ îÁ§ƒp™ ´·çüË ®√Æœ /
£æ«-ù™ Öçõ‰ ¢√JéÃ ã ´®Ω’Ææ véπ´’ç™ üμ¿†u-¢√-üΔ©’ Print îËÆœ-Â°-ô’d-éÓ-´ôç Å´-Ææ®Ωç. Å°æ¤púø’ á´Ko ´’®ΩûÁ©’-°æ¤ûª÷ Vote of thanks / ´çü¿† Ææ´’-®Ωpù îË≤ƒhç. *-§Ú-´ôç ï®Ω-í∫ü¿’. Ñ Order ™ ÅC Öçúø-´îª’a.
★ ÉC èπÿú≈ àüÓ ¢Á·èπ◊\-•úÕ (perfunctory)í¬ 1. President/ Chairperson of the meeting /
event
é¬èπ◊çú≈ î√™« ÇÆæ-éÀh-éπ-®Ωçí¬ îËßª’-´îª’a, ÉC îËÊÆ¢√®Ω’, Åçõ‰ Vote of thanks (´çü¿† Ææ´’-®Ωpù) 2. Chief Guest
Propose îËÊÆ-¢√®Ω’, ´·çü¿’-í¬ØË îªéπ\í¬ üΔEo
3. Other guest speakers (Éûª®Ω Ç£æ…y-Eûª ´éπh©’)

Ñ

™
ÅØË
°æ‹®Ωh-´ü¿’. ÅC

4. The person / persons who have given away
the prizes
if this is
not done by the Chief Guest

www.eenadupratibha.net

Q. Shajahan builds the Taj Mahal - Can this
one be right to say or write as historical truth
when we have to explain historical truths of
'simple present' tense.
A. It is correct. Simple present tense is accepted in historical statements.
Q. Is there a complaint on me?
A. Complaint about me.

A. I can drive a car - Correct.
Q. I was writing a story when he came / When
I was writing a story he came - Please let
me know the right one.
A. I was writing a story when he came = While
I was writing a story he came.
Q. Hyderabad Kazipet
Hyderabad
the above be said in English?

Ê°ö¸ üΔöÀ-¢Á∞Ïh

Å´-ûª© ÖçC. (Åçõ‰ é¬@´Ææ’hçC.) - How can

A. Hyderabad is past Kazipet.
Q. 'People believe that this is a valuable place'
- It is said that the above sentence shouldn't be changed into passive voice, is it
correct?
A. Why not? We can as well say, 'This is
believed to be a valuable place'.

Mail your comments and suggestions to

pratibhadesk@eenadu.net
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First of all note down the list of
people in the order of priority
(v§ƒüμΔ-†uû√ véπ´’ç™). Have the paper
in your hand as you propose the
vote of thanks. It can be as
follows. (Mind you, variety is
important).

Avoid cliches (´’K áèπ◊\-´í¬ ¢√úøôç ´©x
NÆæ’í∫’ éπL-TçîË ´÷ô©’) like, first and foremost/
I will be failing in my duty/ last but not least
etc. (É™«çöÀ expressions §ƒûª *çûª-é¬ßª’ °æîªaúÕ

™«çöÀN. ´C-™‰üΔlç).
Begin as follows:
1. Respected president of the evening's

M. SURESAN

2

í∫ûª ¢√®Ωç vote of thanks (´çü¿†
Ææ´’®Ωpù) á™« Öçú≈™ üΔE véπ´’ç
ûÁ©’-Ææ’-èπ◊Ø√oç éπüΔ? É°æ¤púø’ ´’†ç üΔEo á™«
Ææ´’-Jpç-î√™, àßË’ ´÷ô©’ ¢√úÕûË
¶«í∫’ç-ô’çüÓ ûÁ©’-Ææ’-èπ◊çüΔç.

-¢Á’-îª’aèπ◊-ØË-™« -´ç-ü¿-† Ææ-´’®Ωp-ù..

meeting/ occasion, honoured/ distinguished
guest of the meeting (äéπJ éπçõ‰ áèπ◊\´ Öçõ‰
¢√∞¡x†÷ Ææç¶-Cμç-î√L) É™« – celebrated guest
of honour of the function, sri so and so (¢√J
Ê°®Ω’) who we have the pleasure of honouring (É-C á´JØÁjØ√ ÆæØ√tEç* Öçõ‰), the other
invitees among the audience, especially
sri... (¢ËCéπ O’CéÀ °œ©-´E ´·ê’u-™„-´-È®jØ√ Öçõ‰
ÆæGμèπ◊™x), and all those who have gathered
here, I find real pleasure/ I feel extremely
happy/ I feel it a great privilege/ I consider
it my fortune to have been given this pleasant job of proposing this vote of thanks.
On behalf of (ûª®Ω-°æ¤†) the organizers of
the meeting/ function (Ç ÆæçÆæn Ê°®Ω’ îÁ-§ƒp-L), and
on my own behalf, I sincerely thank Sri/ Smt/
Ms so and so (Åüμ¿uéπ~ûª ´£œ«çîË ¢√J Ê°®Ω’) for
having agreed to preside over this meeting/
function in spite of his/ her busy schedule.
2. My heartfelt thanks go next to the honoured
chief guest of the evening's function/

I have seen the movie..

meeting Sri/ Smt so and so for having
accepted our invitation and given his/ her
valuable message, we are indeed fortunate
to have him/ her here on this occasion.
3. Our sincere thanks are due to Sri/ Smt so
and so for gracing the occasion as a guest of
honour and sharing his/ her thoughts.
4. Our thanks next go to Sri/ Smt so and so for
his/ her valuable presence here this evening
and given us the benefit of his/ her speech.
5. Mr/ Mrs/ Sri/ Smt so and so richly deserves
our thanks for having given away the prizes.
6. We are grateful to the management of this
venue (¢ËCéπ) for having allowed us to hold
our meeting/ function here.
7. The volunteers played no little part (ûªèπ◊\´
§ƒvûËç é¬ü¿’) in helping us conducting this
function/ meeting in an orderly manner.
They deserve our deep appreciation (¢√∞¡Ÿx

Å®Ω’|©’ ´÷ éπ%ûª-ïc-ûªèπ◊).
8. We thank the providers of the public

(Ç¢Á’/ Åûªúø’ í∫ûª °æC EN’-≥ƒ-©’í¬ §ƒú≈®Ω’ –
§ƒúøôç 10 EN’-≥ƒ© éÀçü¿ô v§ƒ®Ωç-¶μº¢Á’i (past) =
É°æpöÀ ´®Ωèπÿ (till now) ïJ-TçC.)
★ This machine (it) has troubled us for the

N. Pentaiah, Dharmajipet.
Q: i) Have, to have, had, have been, had been,
to have been, will have been, can/ may/
would/ should/ might/ shall... have been.
ii) Have had been, Having been, Having had
been, Had had been, Had have been, Being
had, Having + PP...
Have, Had ©èπ◊ Ææç•ç-Cμç-*† ÅEo ®Ω÷§ƒ©
í∫’Jç* Be, Being, Been have ®Ω÷§ƒ-©ûÓ éπL-Æœ†

®Ω÷§ƒ© í∫’Jç* ÖüΔ-£æ«-®Ω-ù-©ûÓ N´-Jç-îª-ç-úÕ.
A: Have - two uses:
1) With the meaning of possess/ own =

éπLT

Öçúøôç.
I/ we/ you/ they have a house = I/ we/ you/
they possess/ own a house = I/ we/ you/ they
èπ◊ É©’x ÖçC. ÉüË He/ she/ it ûÓ Å®·ûË 'has'

Åçö«ç.
He/ she has a car = Åûª-úÕéÀ/ Ç¢Á’èπ◊ é¬®Ω’ ÖçC;
The house (it) has four windows = Ç ÉçöÀéÀ

Ø√©’í∫’ éÀöÀ-éÃ-©’-Ø√o®·.
Have/ has ÉçéÓ Ö°æ-ßÁ÷í∫ç –

helping verb:
Have/ has + Past participle (V3) - Have seen/
has seen, etc. ™«çöÀ verbs ™ have/ has helping
verb. É™« ¢√úÕ-†-°æ¤púø’ DEéÀ Å®Ωnç àç Öçúøü¿’.
Have/ has ™«Íí 'had' èπÿú≈ È®çúø’ NüμΔ-©’í¬
¢√úøû√ç. 1) Main verb í¬, past tense of have/
has. í∫ûªç™ á´-È®jØ√ àüÁjØ√ éπLT Öçõ‰ üΔEéÀ 'had'

ÅE îÁ•’û√ç.
★ We had a car =

´÷èπ◊ é¬®Ω’ ÖçúËC.
Ç¢Á’èπ◊ î√™« Ç¶μº-

★ She had a lot of jewellery =

®Ω-ù«-©’ç-úËN.

past three days
machine ´’´’tLo

(í∫ûª ´‚úø’ ®ÓV-©’í¬ Ñ
É•sçC Â°öÀdçC – ´‚úø’
®ÓV© éÀçü¿ô – (past ™) v§ƒ®Ωç-¶μº¢Á’i, É°æpöÀ
´®Ωèπ◊ (till now) É•sçC Â°ôdúøç ïJTçC.)
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2) Have/ has ™«Íí had †’ èπÿú≈ Helping verb í¬
¢√úøû√ç, had seen, had done ™«çöÀ verbs ûÓ –
OöÀ™ had èπ◊ v°æûËu-éπ-¢Á’i† Å®Ωnç àç Öçúøü¿’,
tense form îËßª’ú≈-EÍé Ö°æ-ßÁ÷-í∫°æúø’ûª’çC.
Examples: Have/ has main verb í¬ ¢√úÕûË éπLT
Öçúøôç (Own/ possess) ÅE Â°j† îª÷¨»ç éπüΔ?
É°æ¤p-úøN (Have/ has), helping verb í¬ á™«
¢√ú≈™ îª÷üΔlç. Have (I, we, you and theyûÓ)/
has (He, she, it ûÓ) ¢√úøû√ç ÅE í∫’®Ω’hç-îª’-éÓ-¢√L.
Have + PP/ has + PP [PP - past participle V3] Have/ has seen, Have/ has gone, Have/ has
done etc. É™«çöÀ îÓôx have/ has helping verbs.
Have/ has + PP (V3) †’ ´‚úø’ Ææçü¿-®√s¥™ x

Ö°æ-ßÁ÷-T≤ƒhç.
1) Past action, time not stated (Ææ´’ßª’ç

ûÁ©-°æE,

í∫ûªç™ ïJ-T† îª®Ωu).
I/ we/ you/ they have seen the movie =
have + PP

ÆœE´÷ îª÷¨»†’/ îª÷¨»ç/ îª÷¨»´¤/ îª÷¨»®Ω’ –
îª÷úøôç Å®·-§Ú-®·çC, á°æp-úø-ØËC time îÁ°æpúøç
™‰ü¿’. Å™«çöÀ actions èπ◊ have/ has + PP ¢√úøû√ç.
Have/ has + PP Ñ Nüμ¿çí¬ Ö°æ-ßÁ÷-T≤ƒhç.
2) Action starting in the past and continuing
till now - á°æ¤púÓ v§ƒ®Ωç-¶μº¢Á’i, Éçûª-´-®Ωèπ◊ ïJ-T†

îª®Ωuèπ◊ –
eg: I/ we/ you/ they have sung for the past 10
minutes = í∫ûª 10 EN’-≥ƒ-©’í¬ §ƒúøôç ïJ-TçC
(§ƒúøôç 10 EN’-≥ƒ© éÀçü¿ô (Past -™) v§ƒ®Ωç-

¶μº¢Á’i, É°æpöÀ ´®Ωèπ◊ ïJ-TçC.)
★ He/ she has sung for the past ten minutes

3) Have + PP/ has + PP ûÓ just/ just now ¢√úÕûË
É°æ¤púË Å®·-§Ú-®·† action †’ ûÁ©’-°æ¤-ûª’çC.
I/ we/ you/ they have gone out just now =

¢√Rx-°æ¤púË •ßª’-öÀéÀ ¢Á∞«x®Ω’. Ééπ had + PP (had seen, had known, etc) í∫ûªç™ two actions ™ äéπöÀ ´·çü¿’, äéπöÀ ûª®√yûª
ïJT Öçõ‰, ¢Á·ü¿öÀ action èπ◊ had + PP Ö°æ-ßÁ÷T≤ƒhç.
★ I had spoken to her before she went to

Chennai =

Ç¢Á’ îÁØjÁ o ¢Á∞Ïx ´·çü¿’ ØËØ√-¢Á’ûÓ

´÷ö«xú≈†’.
Two past actions: 1- ØËØ√-¢Á’ûÓ ´÷ö«xú
- ôø ç;
2 - Ç¢Á’ îÁØjÁ o ¢Á∞¡ú
x çø . ØËØ√-¢Á’ûÓ ´÷ö«xú- ôø ç ´·çü¿’
é¬•öÀ,d had spoken, ûª®√yûª Ç¢Á’ ¢Á∞¡úx çø é¬•öÀ,d
went (past doing word, V2).
★ He told me that he had seen the movie
(ÆœE´÷ îª÷¨»úø’ – first past action, told ûª®√yA past action. Åçü¿’-éπE had seen - had
+ PP (had + V3).
Ééπ Have/ has/ had/ will/ can/ would/
should/ might/ shall have been - É´Fo 'be'
forms. Åçõ‰ NNüμ¿ ®Ωé¬™„j† Öçúø-ö«Eo (Being †’)

ûÁ©’-°æ¤-û√®·. OöÀE ´îËa ¢√®Ωç N´-J≤ƒhç.

Mail your comments and suggestions to

pratibhadesk@eenadu.net

address system.
9. We cannot forget the delicious snacks and
beverages (§ƒF-ßª÷©’) we have had on this
occasion. We acknowledge the services of
the caterers. Our thanks to them.
10. We are deeply indebted (®Ω’ù-°æúÕ ÖØ√oç) to
the audience (v¨ûª©’)/ spectators (vÊ°éπ~-èπ◊©èπ◊) for having sat through the session
patiently and encouraged us. We thank
them profusely (üμΔ®√-∞¡çí¬) from the bottom of our hearts.
My job is now done, (Ø√ °æE °æ‹®Ωh-®·uçC)
and let us all stand up in honour of our national anthem. (O’®Ω’ CD NE°œÊÆh, as the national
anthem is played. Å™« é¬èπ◊çú≈ Åçü¿®Ω’ chorus í¬
§ƒúÕûË, sung in chorus ÅØ√L).
ÉD vote of thanks Ææ´’-Jpç-î√-Lq† B®Ω’. ÉC
®√ûª™ Éçûª EúÕ-Ní¬ éπE°œ-Ææ’hçC. é¬F îÁ°æp-ú≈-EéÀ 5

EN’-≥ƒ-©èπ◊ N’çîªü¿’. äéπJ ûª®√yûª äéπ-JéÀ ´çü¿† Ææ´’®Ωpù îËÊÆ-ô-°æ¤púø’, vÊ°éπ~-èπ◊©’/ v¨ûª©’ îª°æpô’x éÌúÕûË,
¢√∞¡x îª°æpô’x ÇT† ûª®√yûË, ûª®√yA ¢√JéÀ ´çü¿† Ææ´’®Ωpù îËßª÷L.
É´Fo ¢Á·ü¿õ‰ ®√Ææ’èπ◊E îËÊÆh á´JF ´’J-*-§ÚßË’
v°æ´÷ü¿ç Öçúøü¿’. Â°j† îÁ°œp-†ô’x îËÆœ îª÷úøçúÕ.
- Laxmi Priya
Q: Ææ®˝!

éÀçC- ¢- √é¬u-©†- ’ ÉçTx≠™ˇ éÀ à- ´- ’-E î- §-Á ƒp-™
û- ©-Á ’°æí©-∫ ®Ω’.
i) Â°ü¿l ≤ƒn®·™ Ö†o ÅCμ-é¬-®Ω’™‰ ©çî√©’ N’çí∫’ûª’ç-úøí¬ ™‰EC Ç§∂ƒZ™¸ *®Ω’-üÓuTE ØËØÁçûª.
ii) ûª°æ¤p îËÆœ† ¢√∞¡x†’ Ææ´’-Jnç-îË¢√∞¡Ÿx Ö†oçûª é¬©ç
á´y-JéÃ Péπ~-°æ-úøü¿’.
iii) ØË†’ ®√ï-éÃßª’¢Ëûªhí¬ Öçú≈-©-†’-èπ◊ç-ô’-Ø√o†’
iv) ØË†’ ®√ï-éÃßª’¢Ëûªhí¬ Ö†oç-ü¿’èπ◊ Ç†ç-C-Ææ’h-Ø√o†’.
v) ØË†’ ®√ï-éÃßª’¢Ëûªhí¬ Öçú≈-©çõ‰ ´’ç* †úøûª
Öçú≈L.
vi) ØË†’ ®√ï-éÃßª’¢Ëûªh Å®· Öçú≈-LqçC.
vii) ØË†’ ®√ï-éÃßª’¢Ëûªh Å®· Öçõ‰ áçûª ¶«í∫’ç-úËC
viii) ØË†’ ®√ï-éÃ-ßª’-¢Ëûªh Å®· ÖçúÕ, v°æï-©èπ◊ àO’
îËßª’-™‰-éπ-§Ú-ßª÷†’
ix) ®√ï-éÃ-ßª’-¢Ë-ûªhí¬ Öçúø-ö«-EéÀ é¬¢√-Lq† ©éπ~-ù«-©Fo
Ø√èπ◊ ÖØ√o®·.
x) ®√ï-éß
-Ã ª’¢- û-Ë hª ©’ Eñ«-ßª’B- í¬ ™‰†ç-ûé-ª ¬©ç üË¨¡ç™
¨»çA, ≤˘êuç éπ®Ω¢.Ë
A: i) How does a petty official like me
matter, when highly placed officials
are fattening their purses by bribes?
ii) Nobody will be punished so long as there
are people to defend the erring.
iii) I want to be a politician.
iv) I am happy I am a politician.
v) If I want to be a politician, I should have
a good conduct.
vi) I should have become/ been a politician.
vii) How I wish I were a politician/ Oh, I
were a politician.
viii) In spite of being a politician, I could not
do anything to the people.
ix) I have all the traits of a politician/ I have
the makings of a politician.
x) As long as politicians are dishonest there
can be no peace or comfort in the country.
OöÀE O’Í® English ™ ®√Æœ ÅN correct
Å´¤ØÓ é¬üÓ, ¢√öÀ™ corrections à¢ÁjØ√ ûÁ©°æ-´’E

Öçõ‰ ¶«í∫’ç-úËC éπüΔ?

'-≤ÚpÈé-Ø˛ -Éç-Tx-≠ˇ— §ƒ-ûª Ææç-*éπ-© éÓÆæç -îª÷-úøç-úÕ..
www.eenadupratibha.net
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Ñ-Ø√-úø’ Â£j«-ü¿®√-¶«-ü˛

− U. Srinivasarao, Prakasam.
Q: ´÷

Ææ÷\-™¸ °œ©x-©èπ◊ (6 †’ç* 10 ûª®Ω-í∫-ûª’©’)
ÉçTx≠ˇ ØËJpçîªú≈-EéÀ éÌEo Ææ÷îª-†©’ É´yçúÕ.
Verb, Tenses, Structure... É™« Spoken
Language éÀ é¬¢√-Lq-†N à Nüμ¿çí¬ ØËJpç-î √™
N´-Jç-îª-í∫-©®Ω’.
A: O’ Ææ÷\™¸ °œ©x-©èπ◊ spoken English ØËJpç-îËçü¿’èπ◊, ´·êuçí¬ fundamentals ØËJpç-îªçúÕ.
1st am/ is/ are, was, were Ö°æ-ßÁ÷-í¬©’,
ûª®√yûª ´·êuçí¬ ÅN ¢√úÕ, questions á™« Åúøí¬™ ØËJpç-îªçúÕ.
Ç ûª®√yûª ¢√∞¡x îª’ô÷d, Åçõ‰ class ™, ÉçöÀ
ü¿í∫_®Ω ÖçúË ´Ææ’h-´¤©’, N≠æ-ßª÷©’, ¢√öÀ í∫’Jç-*†
°æüΔ©’ (Vocabulary), ¢√öÀ í∫’Jç* questions
Åúø-í∫ôç, answers îÁ°æpúøç ØË®ΩpçúÕ. Daily life ™
áèπ◊\-´í¬ ¢√úË ¢√öÀéÀ Ææç•ç-Cμç-*† ´÷ô©’,
questions, negatives ØË®ΩpçúÕ.
Regular actions, actions taking place
now í∫’Jç*† verb forms, ¢√öÀ questions èπ◊
¢√úË do and does, past actions, ¢√öÀ questions
èπ◊ ¢√úË did ØË®ΩpçúÕ.
O’®Ω’ answer îÁ°pœ , Ç answer ´îËa question

¢√∞¡†x ’ Åúøí- ´-∫ ’-†çúÕ. ÉD O’®Ω’ ¢Á·ü¿ô- îËßª÷L- qçC.
− Seethu Saxena, Warangal.
Q: They have come by road - Is this
correct?
A: Correct.
Q: It has not been ruled out till now that the
complaint has been filed/ lodged to/ with
the police - Please let me know the
meaning of the above underlined one in
Telugu, is the above sentence correct?
A: §ÚMÆˇ complaint Éî√a®Ω’ ÅØË N≠æßª’ç ´’†ç

M. SURESAN

2

´’†ç Éçûª-´-®Ωèπ◊ Meetings/ Gatherings/
Functions ™ President (Åüμ¿u-èπ~◊©’), Chief
Guest (´·êu ÅAC∑) ™«çöÀ-¢√∞¡Ÿx á™«
´÷ö«x-ú≈™, á™« ûª´’ Nüμ¿’©’ E®Ωy-£œ«ç-î√™,
´çü¿† Ææ´’-®Ωpù á™« Öçú≈™ ûÁ©’-Ææ’-èπ◊Ø√oç.

Anchor

í¬ -´u-´£æ«-Jç-îË-ô°æ¤p-úø’..

¶μº†’ E®Ωy-£œ«ç-îËC Åüμ¿u-èπ~◊-™„j-†-°æp-öÀéÃ, éÌEo éÌEo
Ææ´÷-¢Ë-¨»©’/ Ææ¶μº©’ E®Ωy-£œ«ç-îËç-ü¿’èπ◊, Ææ¶μ«
é¬®Ωu-véπ-´÷Eo ûÁL-Ê°ç-ü¿’èπ◊ (announce îËÊÆçü¿’èπ◊) v°æûËu-éπçí¬ Anchor/ Compere/ Master of
Ceremonies (MC) E Eßª’N’≤ƒh®Ω’. Åç¨¡ç ûª®√yûª
Åç¨»Eo v°æéπ-öÀÆæ÷h Ææ¶μº†’ Æævéπ-´’çí¬ E®Ωy-£œ«çîË
¶«üμ¿uûª OJÂ°j Öçô’çC. ´·êuçí¬ NØÓü¿/ ≤ƒçÆæ \%Aéπ é¬®Ωu-véπ-´÷™x v°æA Åç¨»Eo v°æéπ-öÀç-îªôç, Å®·-§Ú®·† Åç¨¡ç í∫’Jç* ¢√uë«u-Eç-îªúøç Ñ Anchors/
Comperes/ Masters of Ceremonies îËÆæ’hç-ö«®Ω’.
Ñ ¶«üμ¿uûª Æ‘yéπ-JçîË ¢√®Ω’ ´’ç* Ææ´’-ßª’-Ææ÷p¥Jh, Å°æpöÀ-éπ-°æ¤púø’ ¢√uë«u-EçîË ¨¡éÀh-í∫© ¢√∞Îkx Öçõ‰ é¬®Ωu-véπ´’ç
®ΩéÀhéπúø’ûª’çC. O®Ω’ ûª´’ Nüμ¿’©’ á™« E®Ωy-£œ«ç-îª-í∫-©®Ó
É°æ¤púø’ ûÁ©’-Ææ’-èπ◊çüΔç.
✫ Most Important: é¬®Ωu-véπ´ ’ç v§ƒ®Ωç-¶μ«-EéÀ
´·çüË, é¬®Ωu-véπ´’ E®√y-£æ«-èπ◊-©†’ Ææçv°æ-Cç* Ææ¶μº/

The sentence is correct.

been í∫’-Jç-* -N-´-Jç-îªí∫-©®Ω’.
A: éÀçü¿öÀ ¢√®Ωç -ûª®Ω’-¢√®·...
Have/ has/ had/ shall have been/ should
have been/ will have been/ would have been/
could have been/ might have been/ must have
been - OöÀE ´’†ç independent í¬†÷ ¢√úøû√ç,
™‰èπ◊çõ‰ Oô-Eoç-öÀéÃ past participle (PP/V3) îËJa

≤ƒçÆæ \%-Aéπ/ NØÓü¿ Åç¨»© véπ´÷Eo correct í¬
ûÁ©’-Ææ’-èπ◊E paper O’ü¿ note îËÆæ’-éÓ´úøç, éπ®Ω-°ævû√Eo èπ~◊ùoçí¬ °æJ-Q-Lç-îªúøç î√™« ´·êuç. v§ƒüμΔ†u-ûª†’ (order of priority) •öÀd àC ´·çü¿’, àC
ûª®√yûª ÅE E®√y-£æ«-èπ◊-©†’ Ææçv°æ-Cç* ®√Ææ’-éÓ-´úøç
èπÿú≈ ÅçûË ´·êuç. ÅC È®çúø’-´‚-úø’-≤ƒ®Ω’x °æJ-QLç-îª’-èπ◊E, Ææ´-®Ω-ù-™‰-¢Á’iØ√ Öçõ‰ îËÆæ’éÓ-¢√L.
¢ËCéπ O’CéÀ °œ©-¢√-Lq† ¢√∞Îx-´®Ω’, à véπ´’ç™ ¢√∞¡xE
°œ©-¢√L, ¢√∞¡x†’ á´®Ω’ ¢ËCéπ O’CéÀ ûÓúÌ\E BÆæ’-èπ◊-´≤ƒh®Ω’, °æ¤≠æp-í∫’-î√a¥©÷, ´÷©-©ûÓ á´®Ω’ Ææûª\-J-≤ƒh®Ω’
ÅØËC ´·çüË ®√Æœ Â°ô’d-èπ◊E ¢√∞¡xûÓ ´·çüË îÁ§ƒpL.
Å™«Íí ≤ƒçÆæ \%-Aéπ/ NØÓü¿ é¬®Ωuvéπ-´÷©’ à ´®Ω-Ææ™
Öçö«ßÁ÷ ®√Æœ Â°ô’d-éÓ-¢√L. OöÀ-ûÓ-§ƒô’ printed
programme sheet èπÿú≈ ü¿í∫_-®Ω’ç-îª’-éÓ-´úøç ´’ç*C.
Ééπ Ææ¶μº E®Ωy-£æ«ù: äéπ Åç¨¡ç Å®·-§Ú-®·†
¢ÁçôØË, üΔEo èπ◊x°æhçí¬ Ææçví∫-£œ«ç* îÁ°æpúøç, üΔE-O’ü¿
á´J ´’†Ææ÷ ØÌ°œpç-îªE Nüμ¿çí¬ Å°æ¤p-úø-°æ¤púø’ jokes
NÆæ-®Ωúøç èπÿú≈ îËßª’-´îª’a. É™« ´çü¿† Ææ´’-®Ωpù üΔé¬
Ææ¶μº†’ E®Ωy-£œ«ç*, Ç ûª®√yûª Å´-Ææ-®Ω-¢Á’iûË ï†-í∫-ù-´’†
v°æéπ-öÀç-î√L.
É´Fo English ™ á™« îËßª÷™ ´îËa ¢√®Ωç
ûÁ©’-Ææ’-èπ◊çüΔç.

èπÿú≈ Ö°æ-ßÁ÷-T≤ƒhç.
Independent í¬ ¢√úÕûË, Åçõ‰ OöÀ *´®Ω been
´îËa™« ¢√úÕûË ÅN 'be' forms Å´¤-û√®·. Åçõ‰ ÅN
NNüμ¿ ®Ωé¬©/ NNüμ¿ é¬™«™x Öçúø-ö«Eo ûÁ©’-°æ¤-û√®·.
ÖüΔ: É°æ¤púø’/ á°æ¤púø÷/ í∫ûªç™/ í∫ûªç †’ç* É°æpöÀ
´®Ωèπ◊/ Éçé¬/ ¶μºN-≠æu-û˝™ Öçúø-ö«Eo, Öçú≈-Lq†-üΔEo (ûª°æpEÆæJí¬), Öçúø-í∫-©-í∫-ú≈Eo, etc.
ûÁ©’°æ¤-û√®·.
Åçõ‰ 'Öçúøôç— ÅØË Å®Ωnç ´îËa verbs Â°j†
ûÁL°œ† 'be' forms ('be' = Öçúøôç. Be here, I will
come again = Ééπ\úø Öçúø’. ØË†’ ´’Sx ´≤ƒh†’.)
Â°j 'be' forms èπ◊ past participles (V3) îËJa
¢√úÕûË NNüμ¿ ®Ωé¬©/ é¬™«™x ïJÍí °æ†’-©†’ ûÁ©’-°æ¤û√®·.¢√öÀE í∫ûª ¢√®Ωç ûÁ©’-Ææ’-èπ◊Ø√oç.
É°æ¤púø’ have/ has/ had been Ö°æ-ßÁ÷-í¬©’
îª÷üΔlç. ÉN 'be' forms. ÉN NNüμ¿ ®Ωé¬©/ é¬™«™x
Öçúø-ö«Eo ûÁ©’-°æ¤-û√®·.

Eg: 1) My dad has been in Bangalore for the
past one week. (´÷ Ø√†o (He) í∫ûª ¢√®Ωçí¬

– ¢√®Ωç éÀçü¿ô v§ƒ®Ωç-¶μº¢Á’i, Éçûª-´-®Ωèπÿ/ Éçé¬
¶„çí∫-∞¡⁄-®Ω’™ ÖØ√o®Ω’.
2) Sumithra (She) has been a teacher for the
past two years. (í∫ûª È®çúË∞¡Ÿxí¬ Ææ’N’vûª öÃîª-®˝í¬

ÖçC.)

ûËú≈ î√™« ´·êuç.)
Had been = í∫ûªç™ äéπüΔE éπçõ‰ ÉçéÌ-éπöÀ
´·çüÁjûË had been ¢√úøû√ç. Åçõ‰ ÉC ¢√ú≈-©çõ‰
È®çúø÷ past states of being í¬ Öçú≈L, ™‰èπ◊çõ‰
äéπ past action èπ◊ ´·çü¿’†o past being

(í∫ûªç™ Öçúøôç) Öçú≈L.
Eg: India had been under Mughal rule before
it was came under British rule. (¶μ«®Ωû˝

★ Who told you that I had been a teacher
here? (ØËE-éπ\úø öÃîª-®˝í¬ ÖçúË-üΔEo ÅE O’Èé-´®Ω’

ö«Eo ûÁ©’-°æ¤-û√®·.

(í∫ûªç™) v§ƒ®Ωç-¶μº¢Á’i, Éçûª-´-®Ωèπÿ/ Éçé¬ ï®Ω’í∫’-ûÓçC.)

Since August 15, 1947 = Çí∫Ææ’d 15, 1947 †’ç*.
ÉüË for ûÓ îÁ§ƒp-©-†’-èπ◊çõ‰, É°æ¤púø’ 2014 éπüΔ,
1947 †’ç* 2014 ´®Ωèπ◊ áçûª-é¬-©-¢Á’içC, 67 years
- DE ´·çü¿’ 'for' ¢√úøû√ç.
îª÷úøçúÕ: India has been independent since
1947/ for the past/last 67 years. Ñ

vGöÀ≠ˇ §ƒ©†èπ◊ ´·çü¿’ ¢Á·í∫-©’© §ƒ©-†™
ÖçúËC. È®çúø÷ í∫ûªç™ Ö†o¢Ë – Å®·ûË äéπ
Öçúøôç (¢Á·í∫©’© §ƒ©-†™) È®çúÓ Öçúø-ö«-EéÀ
(vGöÀ≠ˇ §ƒ©-†™ Öçúøôç/ vGöÀ≠ˇ §ƒ©-†-™éÀ
®√´úøç - action) ´·çü¿’. Åçü¿’-éπE Ç ´·çü¿’çúø-ö«Eo 'had been' ™ îÁ•’û√ç. Ñ ÖüΔ-£æ«-®Ωù©’ èπÿú≈ îª÷úøçúÕ:

I/ we/ you/ they have been, He/ she/ it has
been - ÉN í∫ûªç †’ç* É°æpöÀ ´®Ωèπÿ/ Éçé¬ ÖçúøEg: a) I have been in Vijayawada since 2011/
for the past three years (ØË†’ Nï-ßª’-¢√úø™ 2011 †’ç*/ í∫ûª ´‚úø’ Ææç´ûªq®√©’í¬ Öçô’-Ø√o†’– Öçúøôç, 2011
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c) Where have you been all this time? (†’Nyç-ûª-

´úøç È®çúË∞¡x éÀçü¿öÀ †’ç* Éçûª-´-®Ωèπ◊/ Éçé¬ ï®Ω’í∫’-ûÓçC.)
I/ we/ you/ they ûÓ have been ¢√úÕûË, He/
she/ it ûÓ has been ¢√úøû√ç éπüΔ?

3) How long has he been here? (Åûª-ØÁçûª

é¬©çí¬
ÖØ√o-úÕ-éπ\úø? (í∫ûªç™ †’ç* Éçûª-´-®Ωèπ◊/ Éçé¬).
áéπ\úø since, á°æ¤púø’ for ¢√ú≈L? ÉC î√™«
´·êuç – since = from sometime in the past =
í∫ûªç™ äéπ Ææ´’ßª’ç †’ç*; for = over a period
of time = í∫ûª éÌçûª é¬©çí¬.

Mail your comments and suggestions to

pratibhadesk@eenadu.net

¢√∞¡Ÿx ¢Á∞¡x-•-ú≈f®Ω’/ ¢√úø’/ Åûªúø’/ ÅC ¢Á∞¡x-•-úÕçC ÅE
éπüΔ Å®Ωnç! Å™« Å†úøç àçöÀ? üΔEéÀ •ü¿’©’ They/
You have gone (or) He/ She/ It has gone ÅØÌîª’a
éπüΔ!
A: ★ Go N≠æ-ßª’ç™ is gone/ are gone - É™« 'be'
form + gone ´ÊÆh passive voice (¢Á∞¡x-•-ú≈f®Ω’,
¢√úø’ ¢Á∞¡x-•-ú≈fúø’ ÅØË) Å®Ωnç ®√ü¿’. ÉC ¢√u´-£æ…-Jéπçí¬, Åçõ‰ Usage (¢√úø’éπ) v°æé¬®Ωç ¢Á∞«x®Ω’,
¢Á∞«xúø’, ¢ÁRxçC ÅE Å®Ωnç. Ééπ\úø grammar rule
for passive voice apply îËßª’-èπÿ-úøü¿’.
★ Éçûªèπ◊ ´·çü¿’ î√™«-≤ƒ®Ω’x îÁ§ƒpç. I/ we/ you èπ◊
have gone ®√ü¿’ – ØË†’/ ¢Ë’ç/ O’®Ω’/ †’´¤y -¢Á∞«x-†’/ ¢Á∞«xç/ -¢Á-∞«x-®Ω’/-¢Á-∞«x-´¤ ÅØË Å®ΩnçûÓ.
Have you gone to Mumbai? - Wrong.

Have you been to Mumbai? (O’®Ω’ ´·ç¶„j
¢Á∞Ôx-î√a®√?/ á°æ¤p-úÁjØ√ ¢Á∞«x®√? ÅE).

´·ç¶„j ¢ÁRx -´-î√a-†’/ ´î√aç ÅE).

ÖØ√oç.)

d) They have not been here for the past two
years (È®çúË-∞¡Ÿxí¬ ¢√Rx-éπ\úø ™‰®Ω’ – ¢√Rxéπ\úø ™‰éπ-§Ú-

sentences

I/ we have gone to Mumbai - Wrong (No
have gone with I/we).
I/ we have been to Mumbai (ØË†’/ ¢Ë’ç

b) We have been friends since our college
days (¢Ë’ç college ®ÓV© †’ç* ÊÆo£œ«-ûª’-©’í¬

ÊÆ°æ‹ áéπ\úø ÖØ√o´¤?/ É°æpöÀ ´®Ωèπÿ áéπ\úø
ÖØ√o´¤?)

ØË†’ äéπ Ççí∫x *vûªç™ éÀç-C
îª÷¨»†’.

}

How long has he been here?
N. Pentaiah, Dharmajipeta.
Q: Have been/ has been, had

Q:

i) They/ you are gone Be form +
ii) He/ She/ it is gone Past participle (PP)
Be form + PP = Passive voice éπüΔ! Åçõ‰ –

Ææ

éÌõ‰d-ßª’™‰ç/ é¬ü¿-†™‰ç/ Å´-é¬¨¡ç ™‰ü¿-†™‰ç.

− Priya, Khammam.

îÁ§ƒp®Ω’?) – öÃîª-®Ω’í¬ Öçúøôç, îÁ°æpúøç È®çúø÷
í∫ûªç. Å®·ûË öÃîª-®˝í¬ Öçúøôç ´·çü¿’, îÁ°æpúøç
ûª®√yûª. Åçü¿’-éπE (´·çü¿’ç-úøôç é¬•öÀd) had
been. So 'had been' for the earlier of two
past states of being (Öçúøôç), or a past state
of being before a past action.
★ I had been worried until you came here.

(O’J-éπ\-úøèπ◊ ´îËa ´®Ωèπ◊ ØË†’ ÇçüÓ-∞¡-†ûÓ ÖØ√o†’).
ÉO Have been/ has been, had been Ö°æ-ßÁ÷í¬©’. N’í∫-û√-¢√-öÀE ´îËa-¢√®Ωç îª÷üΔlç.

Q: i) What could have caused this.
ii) Who could have opened the door.
É™«çöÀ ¢√é¬u-©èπ◊ meanings á™« Öçö«®·?
explain îËßª’-í∫-©®Ω’.
A: What could have caused this? = DEéÀ é¬®Ωùç

à¢Á’i ÖçúÌîª’a?/ Öçúø-í∫-©ü¿’?
Who could have opened the door? = ûª©’-Â°´®Ω’ ûÁJ* ÖçúÌîª’a? (á´È®j ÖçúÌîª’a ÅØË Å®ΩnçûÓ).
Q: "That" ÅØË ´÷ô-†’ 'ÅC— (Pronoun), 'Ç—
(Adjective), ÅE (Conjunction) – -Ñ -´‚-úø’
é¬èπ◊çú≈ Éçé¬ áEo ®Ωé¬© Å®√n-©ûÓ ¢√úø-û√®Ω’?
A: That èπ◊ Ç ´‚úø’ Å®√n™‰ ÖØ√o®·.
Q: "Past participles" èπ◊ á™«çöÀ Å®√n©’ ´≤ƒh®·
(ûÁ©’-í∫’™)?
A: ÉC î√™«-≤ƒ®Ω’x N´-Jçî√ç. Past participles èπ◊
´·êuçí¬ '•úÕ†— ÅE Å®Ωçn . a) The stone
thrown (PP) at him hit him on the face

(ÅûªE O’ü¿ NÆæ®- •Ω- ú- †Õ ®√®·, ¢Á·£æ…E- éÀ ûªTL- çC.)
b) The picture seen by a lot of people won an
international award = î√™«-´’ç-CîË îª÷úø-•-úÕ†

Ç *vûªç Åçûª-®√b-Bßª’ °æ¤®Ω-≤ƒ\®Ωç Èí©’-îª’-èπ◊çC.
So, past participles èπ◊ •úø’, •úÕ† ÅØË Å®√n©’
´≤ƒh®·.
´’®Ó example: The book written by him sold
well. (Åûª-EîË ®√ßª’-•-úÕ† °æ¤Ææhéπç ¶«í¬ Å´·t-úø’-§Ú®·çC.)
Q: They went into the garden. Ñ sentence ™
àC adverb, àC preposition ûÁ-©’°æ-í∫-©®Ω’.
Å™«Íí Ééπ\úø "The" ÅØË word à Parts of
speech? Please explain.
A: Ñ sentence ™ Adverb ™‰ü¿’, 'into' preposition, 'the', article.

'-≤ÚpÈé-Ø˛ -Éç-Tx-≠ˇ— §ƒ-ûª Ææç-*éπ-© éÓÆæç -îª÷-úøç-úÕ..
www.eenadupratibha.net

